One-trip container
ABV 30/60 litre

ABV containers – advantages
with the one-trip container there is no need for
cleaning and disinfection
liquid proof closure due to the innovative lid
and body design
safe throughout the whole waste process
ergonomically designed handles on the side
make carrying and transportation easy
space saving stackability while in stock in the store
the containers can be stacked on top of each other
after the lids have been closed

Small refuse bins
Classic bins for traditional
collection systems

The SSI SCHÄFER one-trip container,
the hygienic and economic solution

T

Small refuse bins SME 35 / 50 and
refuse bins SMT 70 / 110

T

he SSI SCHÄFER system for smaller refuse bins is made in accordance with
the standards DIN 6628 and DIN 6629 respectively and has been used for
decades in many communities and industrial factories. The SME containers
are available in 35 and 50 litre sizes, the SMT in 70 and 110 litre sizes.
As an option, the containers can be fitted with a practical locking clip which also
acts as a convenient carrying handle.
The containers are suitable for narrow locations, robust and can hold very heavy
loads. The material, high quality HDPE, is proof against heavy stresses, UV
stable, proof against aggressive chemicals to the greatest possible extent and
weather proof. All sizes are available in the standard dark grey and green colours
and other colours are available on request. Lid inscriptions and numbering can
also be provided, if required.

hese one-trip containers are used for the disposal of contagious
(infected) waste, body parts and organs from hospitals, veterinary clinics
and other health care establishments.

A safe and strong container, which conforms to the UN requirements for the
collection of clinical waste. Produced from chemically resistant Polyethylene,
appropriate to the requirements of health care and environmental protection.
The container ensures an environmentally friendly and energy efficient
incineration.
The body of the container is conical, in order that the containers can be
stacked inside each other when empty. Two hollow handles at the top of the
container provide convenient handling.
The container lid has a built in handle, and it is so constructed that a firm
closure is guaranteed after the container is only partly filled with the lid
loosely closed. When the container is finally filled the closure is made
liquid-tight for transportation by firm pressure on the lid.

easy and problem-free closure
of the lid with audible engagement

quality equipment
Description

locking clip and ergonomic
handhold for better handling

SME 35 l

SME 50 l

SMT 70 l

SMT 110 l

Ø mm

445

445

563

563

Height mm

510

710

655

930

Empty weight kg

2.0

2.9

4.0

6.0

Nominal capacity l

35

50

70

110

all dimensions are approximate

80

space saving stackability
while in stock in the store

ABV

ABV 30 l

ABV 60 l

Ø mm

373

373

Height mm

360

695

Weight kg

1.2

1.6

Loaded weight max. kg

9.0

18.0

Nominal capacity l

30

60

all figures are approximate

Lid closure

